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ABSTRACT 
 

Building integrated water efficiency strategies can generate energy or reduce the energy 

consumption of the building. Solar and wind are two natural forces that are commonly used to 

provide energy to buildings today, Water on the other hand, is usually ushered off site and not 

utilized to its full potential. The question is how to find a way to reduce the energy used to get 

the water needed for the building because the water is an important aspect to care about and save 

it. This will require several methods and strategies in order to find the best and most efficient 

way of doing this. 

This thesis is proposing a smarter way of utilizing one of earth’s most precious resources 

as a guideline for the designer to conserve energy by using a water harvesting system, grey water 

system and reuse, water use reduction, water heating and cooling. Concentrating more on 

generating energy or reducing energy consumption using water by fuel cells, solar water heater, 

photovoltaic thermal and Algae. 

Finally, The Proposed method is to generate energy using Algae, while growing it to the 

building’s façade facing south. Algae panels using water and sunlight to grow, then harvested in 

the building to generate enough energy to power it. Algae is the most know source of energy 

now and only used for industrial purposes, however applying it to a research building called 

Engineering Innovative building got 134 feet south façade, will be a huge source of energy to 

power it up, also can be used for educational purposes to study.  
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1. Introduction 
 

“Water is needed to generate energy. Energy is needed to deliver water. Both resources are 

limiting the other and both may be running short” - Michael Webber, Scientific American, 

October 2008.  

While in 2005, water use in the building sector was estimated at 39.6 billion gallons per 

day, which is nearly 10% of total water use in the United States; between 27 billion and 39 

billion kWh were consumed to pump, treat, distribute, and clean the water used in the building 

sector, accounting for 0.7 to 1% of net electricity generation.[1]  

1.1. Problem Statement 
No evidence of building integrated strategies of using water used to generate energy in 

the building is documented. Also, the availability of water in the desert is significantly low and 

the water table level went low, needs to save water because it has been dried up from the 

extensive use of the water by its citizens using excessive amounts of water for irrigation, 

washing and to the sewers. So there should be a way to keep the water in the building where it 

can be used for several functions. It is a very important resource to utilize and preserve. On the 

other hand, the energy used to give clean water that is used in the buildings is enormous, the 

need to reduce the use of energy and save it for the future or expand the life of the planet. 

Because of this I want to study the use of water and as an aspect of water to be used as a source 

of energy or reduce energy as a strategy to save energy. 

 

 

  

Figure 1-1: Annual growth in Water Consumption in the USA 
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1.2. Significance of my Research 
The significance of my research at this stage is to link the three literature direction: 

 Building integrated strategies  

 Energy generation using water 

 Saving the consumption of water and energy 

 

1.3. Water in Arizona 
The vitality of claiming water may be never additional obvious over in this semi-arid to 

dry state known as the heart of the desert southwest. It will be a territory from claiming 

extremes. Topography varies over the state starting with the frigid mountaintops to blazing 

deserts, giving to extraordinary biodiversity. 

On the map, low elevations would represented in brown moving to the woods, green in 

the most elevated area. Lime green territories are farm grounds. Pink territories designate the 

Phoenix and Tucson more excellent metropolitan zones and urban areas are orange circles, not 

all urban communities on the map. Different guide Characteristics incorporate counties, 

mountain ranges, national Parks, local American Reservations Furthermore riparian protection 

ranges.  

Reservoirs, significant surface water supplies crosswise over the state, are dark blue on 

the map. Those reservoirs on the Colorado waterway and the 6 reservoirs around those phoenix 

metro area, and only those salt waterway project water supply, represent the greater part of the 

surface water utilized within the state. Those Central Arizona project (CAP) waterway is 

portrayed with a thick yellow line offering from Lake Havasu on the western limit of Arizona to 

Tucson. Lake Pleasant is a CAP capacity supply north of phoenix.  

Groundwater is vital to the state as whatever available water supply. The withdrawal, use, 

Furthermore, transportation of groundwater in the state would exceptionally directed for five 

designated Active management areas (AMAs), the place management objectives Furthermore 
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protection is mandated. On the Arizona Water Map, these zones are indicated by shades of 

purple and include Phoenix, Pinal, Prescott, Santa Cruz and Tucson AMA’s. The extent for 

overdraft in these AMAs prompted their designation. Outside AMAs, persons may withdraw and 

use groundwater for whatever useful to use, liable of the groundwater transportation laws.  

To territories designated irrigation non-expansion areas (INAs), watering system grounds 

development may be prohibited and metering, also reporting requirements apply to groundwater 

withdrawals. 

There are three INAs: the Douglas INA, Joseph City INA and Harquahala INA, also 

demonstrated as shades of purple on the map.  

Arizona at the moment use its whole allotment of Colorado waterway water by storing a 

portion of the CAP water in the ground. This will be completed by permitting CAP water to 

stream to revive basins, the place it could permeate under penetrability ground. Groundwater 

revives facilities designated with green bulls-eye images. 

 

Figure 1-2: Arizona water map 
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1.4. Water Supply and Demand 
The vast majority of Arizona’s water supply is surface water from the Colorado 

waterway and starting with instate waterways for example, Gila, salt and Verde. OF course, 

Central Arizona project (CAP) water is surface water as well. Groundwater is a vital water 

supply for the state. Anyhow, through expanded CAP utilize the state has decreased the quantity 

of groundwater pumped. Recovered water or “effluent” is developing water supply for watering 

system and modern clients.  

Central Arizona Water will bring 1.5 million acre-feet of Colorado waterway water for 

every year in Pima, Pinal and Maricopa counties.[2] CAP carries water starting with Lake Havasu 

close to parker of the southern limit of the Tohono O’odham Indian reservation southwest of 

Tucson.  

It is a 336-mile long framework of aqueducts, tunnels, pumping plants and pipelines, 

Furthermore, it is the biggest single asset about renewable water supplies in the state of Arizona.  

Water is utilized for several purposes in Arizona. Most of the water will be utilized for 

farming clinched alongside and southwestern Arizona. Metropolitan incorporate residential, 

business and some modern usages. Mining, electrical force generation, dairies and feedlots 

contain the greater part of the streamlined water request. There are additionally ecological uses 

(e.g. Wetland inhabitants) of water that are challenging to measure. Water use of riparian 

vegetation can be huge over a few territories. No destructive uses of water incorporate 

hydroelectric energy, for example, boating, angling and swimming.  

Water request will be anticipated with increment Likewise Arizona’s number grows. 

Arizona will be the second quickest developing state, expanding from 3.6 million to 5.1 million 

occupants (40%) between 1990 and 2000. Toward July 2006, an extra 1 million people been to 
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Arizona. Fast populace Growth effects water supplies and substructure in few territories of the 

state. Arizona’s population will surpass 11 million eventually by 2050. 

 

Figure 1-3:Water supply pie chart 

 

Figure 1-4: Water demand pie chart 

 

1.5. Water Precipitation 
Precipitation in Arizona varies between 3 inches and 35 inches at any area.[2] Those high 

elevations such as the northern edge of the Grand Canyon, San Francisco Peaks, Central 

Highlands, and the most astounding of the sky islands get the most precipitation. Those driest 

spots exist along the Colorado waterway on the western outskirt of the state and in the most 

reduced elevations extending out starting with Yuma the place where yearly precipitation is close 

to 3 inches a year. Precipitation differs from one side of the state to the other, basically because 

of rise contrasts.  

Precipitation is profoundly variable over Arizona because of topography and occasional 

climate patterns. This is particularly valid throughout those rainstorm seasons, when 

thunderstorms can produce locally heavy precipitation.  
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A large portion of Arizona receives below 12 inches of rain water a year. This makes 

zones with higher precipitation, like the White Mountains, serious zones for those states. Arizona 

water supervisors’ screen, snow packs neatly in view because it is liable for generating surface 

water that helps stream flow and fills reservoirs.  

Rain gauges, both electronic and manual reading, used to track precipitation over the 

state. Extensive holes exist over many parts of the state, filling in the holes might give important 

data for ecological and dry season and assist in management choice making. 

 

Figure 1-5: Annual water precipitation 

1.6. Physiographic Provinces 
Geographers see Arizona as three primary physiographic areas: the Colorado Plateau, the 

Central Highlands Transition Zone and the Basin and Range Province.  

These regions have different topography and geologic experiences. Those Colorado 

plateau of northern and eastern Arizona arrays between about 4,000 and 9,000 feet above sea 

level, its constructed on rocks and deep valleys are known throughout the world; the Grand 

Canyon. The Mogollon rim shapes the edge of the Colorado Plateau of Arizona.  
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Those areas underneath the Rim, called Central Highlands, known by widespread forests 

of ponderosa pine and blended conifers. Different from the Colorado Plateau of the north, 

granitic and changeable rocks visible in numerous zones. The heat, force and water connected 

with transformative nature brought on powerful mineralization from rocks, especially limestone, 

creating copper minerals. These profitable copper still constantly mined in the Clifton-Morenci 

region and the Globe-Miami zone.  

The Basin and Range Province incorporate south and western portions of the state and 

distinguished by progressive mountain ranges, called “sky islands” disengaged from one another 

toward wide basins. Huge numbers of sky islands (like those Santa Catalina, Pinalenos and 

Huachucas) pass 9,000 feet over sea level.[3]  

Water resources change in each of these areas. The Colorado Plateau contains basically 

layered tricky rock, sandstone and limestone. The transition zone is a mixture for both cracked 

rock and alluvial basins. Cracked rock aquifers constrained over the aquifers in the Basin and 

Range. Meaningfully amount of surface water runs seasonally in the winter and summer 

thunderstorms follows. Limitless sand and gravel alluvial aquifers, in the basins the middle of 

mountain ranges, describe the Basin and Range. Surface water rare in this region. 

 

Figure 1-6: Arizona physiographic province map 
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1.7. Groundwater Basins 
Around 40 percent of Arizona’s water utilization originate from groundwater sources. 

Groundwater lies underneath the earth’s surface in basins known as aquifers. An aquifer is a 

geological shaped by the water bearing. Formations that are considered less permeable, called 

aquitards, hinder those streams from claiming water. An unconfined aquifer is incompletely 

loaded aquifer open to the land surface and denoted by the climbing and falling water table. The 

water table is the highest level of water in the immersed part of the aquifer. As you drill deeper 

under the earth there are huge numbers restricted aquifers. If a well taps under a confined aquifer 

and the water level over the aquifer, it is an artesian well. Springs, like high temperature springs, 

is artesian.  

In the 1940’s, Arizona started huge scale pumping of groundwater. The water stored, 

underground reservoirs been there too many years. For this century, groundwater being pumped 

out quickly excessively, not being replenished, making a condition called overdraft. However an 

expansive amount of water stays put away in Arizona’s aquifers, its accessibility may be 

restricted toward location, depth and quality. On the map, blue zones depict secondary volume 

generating aquifers.  

The withdrawal, use, and transportation about groundwater in the state controlled under 

the Arizona Groundwater code.  

The Code’s objectives are: [4] 

1) Control groundwater overdraft in parts of the state;  

2)  Dispense groundwater should help state needs;  

3) Expand groundwater supplies through the improvement of claiming new water 

supplies. 
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 The code holds administrative procurements relevant statewide, for example, well 

drilling and groundwater transport. It also holds procurements appropriate at specific designated 

regions – AMAs.  

Pink stippled zones delineate areas of high salinity because agricultural practices and also 

naturally occurring formations. 

1.8. Colorado Plateau Aquifers 
The Colorado Plateau Province is characterized by mostly level, horizontally stratified 

The Colorado plateau area described by basically level, horizontally stratified sedimentary rocks 

that have been disintegrated under canyons and plateaus, and high mountains. Sedimentary 

formations (thick sandstone and limestone formations) are stacked on each other shaping four 

territorial aquifers and numerous localized aquifers. Because of erosion, no area in Arizona got 

all of these layers. In descending order, those territorial aquifers are D-, N-, C- and R-aquifers. 

Each need a huge areal degree and gives water to who live there. Major revives territories along 

Mogollon Rim and the eastern side of the state. Something like 508 million acre-feet (maf) 

evaluated to be small Colorado waterway Plateau aquifers (ADWR, 1990).  

The C-aquifer may be the biggest and most profitable aquifer in the Plateau area around 

21,655 square miles. It is named for its elementary water-bearing unit, the Coconino sandstone. 

It will be used as a supply of the minimal Colorado waterway and along the eastern edge of the 

basin by Flagstaff, Heber, Overgaard, Show Low, snowflake and Concho. North of the waterway 

the C-aquifer may be as well profound on a chance to be monetarily helpful or is unsatisfactory 

for most users due to high concentration of aggregate disintegrated solids (salinity). ADWR 

estimates that 413 maf are in the aquifer (ADWR, 1989).  

The N-aquifer happens north of the little Colorado waterway and has extensive of 6,250 

square miles. Capacity estimates differ from 166 maf to 293 maf (ADWR, 1989 and USGS, 
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1996). Navajo sandstone and Wingate sandstone are the fundamental water-bearing units in the 

aquifer. It is unconfined, but there are artesian states in the Black Mesa and close Window rock. 

N-aquifer water is good and supply it to the Navajo and Hopi reservations.  

The D-aquifer is the smallest areal extent, over 3,125 square miles. It is assessed that 

there are 15 maf in storage (ADWR, 1989). The D-aquifer is made of the Dakota, Cow Springs 

and Entrada sandstones. There is a few association of the underlying N-aquifer. Water personal 

use is minor unsatisfactory for household use because of the broken down solids. Neighborhood 

aquifers are vital to domesticated use, but territorial aquifers are not suitable because either it is 

deep or unfitting water quality. 

 

Figure 1-7: Colorado aquifer plateau 
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1.9. Basin and Range Alluvial Aquifer 
The Basin and Range region is described by broad, carefully sloping alluvial basins 

differentiated by north to northwest inclining issue block Mountains. Around 15 to 18 million 

years ago, the mountain ranges we notice today in this region created and the valleys between 

them started to fill up with residue. Stream alluvial deposits and residue basin fill starting with 

the bordering mountains are the vital water bearing materials in these basins. They are described 

by little to big amounts of mountain-front recharge, stream drift infiltration, and underflow over 

and out of basins. Groundwater streams tend to move internal from those edges of the basins and 

higher elevations, after that down gradient towards the outpouring part of the basin, then out of 

the basin in the general direction of river drainage. 

The Basin and range region holds profound alluvial aquifers and volumes of water to 

store. However, since aquifer revive rates are generally low and pumping volumes been large, 

aquifers in this area are in overdraft condition. Overdraft is a condition that groundwater is 

pumped to revive or recharge. The definition about safe yield is to attain What's more from that 

point onwards yearly measure groundwater withdrawn over an AMA and the twelve-month add 

up from claiming regular and simulated groundwater recharge. Subsidence is the settling or 

caving of the ground surface that happens when soil that once had water filling pore spaces turns 

into dried out and collapses because of those weight of overlying material. It could happen when 

an aquifer overdraft. Cracks can happen along the edges of a territory where subsidence has 

happened. 

 
Figure 1-8: Alluvial basin 
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1.10. Water Footprint 
The water footprint is the usage of a consumer or producer of freshwater at both direct 

and indirect water use.[5] The water footprint of a single, public or business is well-defined as the 

total amount of freshwater consumed to provide the goods and services used. Water consumption 

is measured in volumes used in any form (evaporated or combined mixed) and polluted per unit 

of time. A water footprint can be considered or measured for a specific product or any group of 

consumers like individual, family and bigger scale like village, city or producers like Private 

Sector Company, economic sector and organizations. The water footprint is geologically obvious 

indicator, providing not only volumes of water use and pollution, but also the places or geo 

locations. 

Why troubling with your water footprint? Freshwater is a precious resource; Demand is 

growing but it is yearly limited. The water footprint of humankind has increased dramatically 

some placed have sustainable levels and it is unequally distributed among them. There are 

several regions on earth where severe depletion occurred or pollution took place: waterways 

went dry, dropping freshwater levels and endangered species because of the water pollution or 

the contaminated water and Arizona is one of these regions. The water footprint states the 

volume of water consumption and pollution that are connected to your daily consumption.  

The Water footprint of the worldwide average consumer was about 1,385 m3 per year. 

The average consumer in the United States has a water footprint of m3 per year, which means the 

American consumer uses way more water in his daily consumption more than any person in the 

whole world. [5] 

Water footprint can be reduced at home as a consumer or single use, your direct water 

footprint which means only home water use can be reduced by installing water saving toilets, put 

on a water-saving showerhead, closing the tap for the period of teeth brushing, using less water 
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in the garden or try to use dripping system to save water and by not washing or disposing 

medicines, paints or other pollutants through the sink, but each person uses around 80-100 

gallons of water per day. 

 

Figure 1-9: Showing water use per person[6] 
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2. Water Efficiency Methods 
 

 

Figure 2-1: Water efficiency methods diagram 

Building integrated water strategies which include water harvesting, water condensate, 

potable water use reduction by less water fixtures, evaporative cooling for thermal comfort, reuse 

the water for grey water landscape and the most important part is generating energy from water 

for the building. 

2.1. Water Harvesting System 
Harvested Rainwater is rainwater that is captured from the roofs of buildings. Harvested 

rainwater can be used for indoor needs at a residence, irrigation, or both, in whole or in part. The 

capacity depends on the amount of rainfall, size of collection area, storage capacity, and the 

household’s level of demand for water. 
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Figure 2-2: Water harvested from a house 

 

 

Figure 2-3: water harvesting system 

Here we can see how the water is harvested from the building and the roof top from a 

gutter to a storage tank and then distributed to other water fixtures within the house and outside 

as well for landscaping and hose use. Also, the water can be reused by capturing the water from 

the sinks, showers and laundry to the storage tank. 
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Figure 2-4: Chart showing the per month water precipitation 

 

 

Figure 2-5: Chart showing the annual water Precipitation for Arizona and Tucson 

 

From the water precipitation charts, we can notice that  its high at the summer months 

and the beginning of winter, in Tucson almost 11.30 inches and while comparing it to Colorado, 

it is clear that we need to use that water for domestic use for the building.  

 

Figure 2-6: comparison between Arizona and Colorado 
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2.2. Grey water System and Reuse 
Greywater is wash water or used water within a house or business and therefore includes 

water from showers and tubs, laundry, and lavatory sinks, that can be treated and used again for 

irrigation or toilets 

Based on our water shortages in Arizona, it is uneconomical to use our potable drinking 

water or fresh water for irrigation while we can generate so much “wash water” in our 

households which contains valuable nutrients for plants. 

2.2.1. Benefits 

1. Less fresh water use; reduce personal water bills and consumption 

2. Create a sustainable green landscape because of the nutrients 

3. Save water and energy 

4. Convert potential contaminants into nutrients for plants and irrigation 

5. Reduce tension on treatment or septic systems for chemical treatments 

6. Better treatment (topsoil is much more effective than subsoil or treatment plant) 

7. Enhance water quality and recharge groundwater 

 

Figure 2-7: Greywater system [7] 
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2.3. Water Use Reduction 
Water Use Reduction is to increase water efficiency within buildings or households to 

decrease the load on municipal water supply and wastewater systems. Employ strategies that in 

aggregate use 20% less water than the water use baseline calculated for the building. [8] 

2.3.1. 20% Reduction in Water Use 

 Install Aerator on bathroom faucets 

o Saves 1.2 Gallons/person/day 

 Wash only full loads of cloths 

o Saves 15-45 Gallons/load 

 Turn off water when brushing teeth or shaving 

o Saves 10 Gallons/person/day 

 Take 5min shower instead of 10min 

o Saves 12.5 Gallons (using water efficient showerhead) 

 Fix leaky toilets 

o Saves 30-60 Gallons/day/toilet 

 Install a high efficiency water sense-labeled toilet (1.2 gallons) 

o Saves 19 Gallons/person/day 

 Install efficient water sense-labeled shower head  

o Saves 1.2 Gallons/min or 10 Gallons/avg 10min shower  
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Figure 2-8: Basecase that can be used for the water reduction fixtures[8] 

 

2.4. Water Condensate 
Air conditioning and refrigeration are used all around the world for temperature comfort 

or human thermal comfort and food preservation like fridges.  As the air is being cooled by the 

air handling unit (AHU), it is dehumidified on the pipes, causing water to be removed as 

condensate.  With the right treatment to remove or cure biological contaminants, this water can 

be profitably used again, saving potable water. [9, 10] 

2.4.1. Examples of Common Applications  

1. Landscape irrigation (no treatment needed if utilized for subsurface irrigation) 

2. Swimming pool (with biocide treatment) 

3. Domestic water (with biocide treatment) 

4. Cooling tower makeup (can likely run direct to tower without modulating valves) 

5. Industrial process makeup 

Hybrid systems are being established that route the condensate water into the rainwater 

catchment reservoir.  The rainwater needs to be reflected as part of a gray water system. In large 
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commercial buildings, condensate water recovery often produces enough water to supply all of 

the landscape irrigation needs or a significant portion of makeup water for cooling towers. 

“When you take the humidity out of the air, that condensate water is a huge volume in a large 

building,” says Karen Guz 

2.5. Evaporative Cooling 
Wet bulb temperature is water in the air in better words the evaporated water into the air, 

as compared to the air's dry-bulb temperature, is a measure of the possible for evaporative 

cooling. Energy is needed to change phases from water (liquid phase) to vapor. This energy is 

gained in an adiabatic process from the air itself. Areas in southwest US and similar dry, arid 

environments throughout the world show the largest gain from using these type of units. 

 

Figure 2-9: how evaporative cooling works[11] 

Evaporative cooling role is to vaporization to cool the air. Inside the evaporative cooler, a 

pump circulates water starting with the water supply into evaporative pad, which acts as an 

exchange that gets wet. Air is drawn by a blower through those wet cushion from outside the 

unit. Likewise it passes through those cushions the air is cooled. The key of evaporative cooling 

is settling on beyond any doubt that each of the cooling pads are totally immersed (soaked) 
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throughout the procedure and that the fan engine measured and planned with fitting wind current 

to those home. 

2.6. Energy Generation 
 

2.6.1. Pervious Application (Algae ponds + Micro turbines) 

 

Energy can be generated from a building’s water by two methods: Algae ponds/panels 

and Micro-turbines. 

Open pond growing is the best method of growing algae processing to develop biodiesel. 

Utilizing open ponds, Algae growth can be develop in hot, sunny regions to have massive algae 

production. In the same time this is the minimum obtrusive for every last one of developing 

techniques, got drawbacks. Awful climate might stunt Algae growth, also sullying can start with 

strains for microscopic organisms or other outside organic entities. Water which the Algae 

growth develop also need to be held in a certain temperature, which can be hard to uphold.  

Vertical growth/closed circle handling been created by biofuel organizations to process 

green growth quicker and more effectively over open pond Growth. For vertical growing, Algae 

growth are put in a reasonable plastic bags, along these lines they could be presented to the 

daylight with respect to two sides. These bags are stacked high and ensured to be protected from 

rain. The additional sun expands the gainfulness rate of the algae, which thus increments oil 

handling. The Algae are kept safe and clean from contamination. 

In our case for building will be Vertical growth/closed loop production. It needs 

Nutrients, Carbon dioxide, water and sun to produce and move from lagging phase to growth 

phase. Takes 3 days to get to the growth phase, it can be placed as windows or double façades or 

double skin. 
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It draws the greater part of energy required to produce power and heat starting with 

renewable sources, fossil fills stay untouched. It has the ability to produce energy utilizing the 

algae biomass reaped from the façade. Moreover, the façade collects energy from absorbing the 

light that is not utilized by the algae and generating heat, like in sun based warm unit, which is 

then Possibly utilized straightforwardly to boiling hot water Also heating, alternately can be 

cached in the ground utilizing high temperature exchangers, 80 meter-deep gaps loaded with salt 

water. This strikingly maintainable energy particular idea for making a cycle for sun oriented 

warm energy, geothermal energy, a consolidating boiler, neighborhood heat, and the catch from 

claiming biomass utilizing those bio-reactor façade.  

Algae bio-façade gives the building warm insulation, shading from sunlight, also reduces 

the noise pollution and will generating a ready-to-harvest biomass. Microalgae are tiny 

organisms that use sunlight as an energy source to combine CO2 and nutrients (nitrogen and 

phosphorus) to create biomass. Algae biomass is automatically harvested and separated in order 

to be fed into conversion plant which turns it into methane. 

 

Figure 2-10: how the Algae panel works 
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Figure 2-11: how Algae Biodiesel Works, Stages 

 

A micro algae Façade can power up a net zero building. The biomass of microalgae is an 

energy carrier 1 gram of dry biomass contains about 23 kJ of energy. 

BIQ building when deprived of sculpture, algae will produce hydrogen, which can be fed 

into a fuel cell for conversion into electricity. The result is a closed biological system which is 

able to produce 4100 kWh per year, enough to power a building. This algae can then be 

harvested via the bioreactor to power the building. 

 

Figure 2-12: BIQ building in Germany and Algae panels 
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Figure 2-13: In pipe hydropower (micro-turbine) 

 

 

Figure 2-14: Another type of Micro-turbine 

Anyone with a pipe can install a system to generate electric power from the movement of 

the water in pipes.  “The in-pipe hydropower system is one of the most exciting new renewable 

energy technologies we’ve seen in years,” said Lee Odell. This New energy generator can be 

placed all over the pipes in the building especially in the pipes with high pressure that comes 

directly from the supplier. 

Micro-turbine generator can produce anywhere from 20 to 300 kilowatts of power, 

depending on the pressure and water flow. (A U.S. home solar system typically generates about 3 

kilowatts.) 

There are several Advantages like Clean, base load energy without the intermittency of 

wind and solar, virtually no impact on water flow, No environmental effect, Quick installation 

and Recovers process-based energy. 
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2.6.2. Solar Water Heaters 

 

How Solar Collectors works [12] 

A solar collector is basic and dependable vitality to the house. Generally, solar collectors 

mounted ahead on south confronting inclined or even top. Liquid (water alternately glycol) 

streams through those panels and warmed eventually by the sun. At that point it runs to solar 

capacity tank associated with the existing water warmer.  

Water heater just turns on though when solar-heated water at present needs temperature 

support. Boiling hot water streams crazy to the taps just as normal, yet the water heater bill will 

be curtailed 60-80%. Additionally lessen greenhouse gas and other air polluting outflows from 

the house. 

 

Types of Solar Collectors [12] 

 There are two fundamental Solar Collector types. First, Flat-plate collectors hold a 

working liquid (water or water-glycol mix) that streams through tubes in the collector, warmed 

specifically by the sun, also carries high boiling water temperature to water capacity tank. The 

dark glass coating and insulated planned to gather heat and prevent it from being radiated out.  

Evacuated tube collectors got long dark glass tubes of metal absorbers in the middle of 

the tube, which are warmed by the sun. Cool working liquid streams over the metal absorbers, 

and heated, also carries that heat to the boiling hot water capacity tank. The glass tubes are 

vacuum-sealed, settling on them altogether proficient high temperature collectors. The round 

tubes likewise assistance to catch sun powered energy actually when the sky is clear. 
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Figure 2-15: Solar Collectors with plates 
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Figure 2-16: Solar Collectors connected with a water heater 
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2.6.3. Photovoltaics (PV) 

 

A photovoltaic (PV) contains one or several photovoltaic (PV) modules. PV module 

composes over 36-72 photovoltaic cells. Cells change the light to power. Those PV modules are 

connected and organization to capture the maximum amount of light. PV Arrays assembled with 

individual, interfaced PV modules, photovoltaic are exceptionally modular, which provide 

simple transportation and fast installation, Furthermore empowers simple extension if needed.  

Photovoltaic systems that are grid-connected or “grid-tied” provisions necessity an 

inverter or energy conditioner the used to convert the immediate current (DC), created by those 

PV-modules, under exchanging current (AC) to use over household or business. Abundance 

energy or electricity produced and not utilized promptly will be “sold” once more to the utility 

for a chance to be utilized solar energy not accessible, which is Net-Metering. 

 

How Photovoltaic cells or modular works [13] 

Those photovoltaic cells are part for converting light to power. Whenever daylight strikes 

the photovoltaic cell, and only the light particles (photons), which hold energy, will be consumed 

toward those cells. Eventually, the absorption of a photon (negative) electron is knocked 

detached from a silicon atom, and positive stays. Those liberated electron and positive gap 

together are impartial.  

Therefore, will have the ability will produce electricity, those electron and the gap will be 

divided from one another. A photovoltaic cell need a counterfeit intersection layer, also called 

the p/n-layer. Now, those liberated hardware can't come back to the gaps. When the electric 

contacts on the front and back being joined through an outer circuit, only then liberated electrons 

can come back of the positively charged gaps streaming through this outside circuit, hence 

generating current. The electrical energy concentrated with a photovoltaic cell will be 
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proportional on its area and the intensity of the daylight that hits the area, and may be measured 

with watts (W).  

Those Photovoltaic cells presently on the showcase change a normal of 12% with 15% of 

the daylight that strikes them into power. 

 

Orientation[13] 

 Hosting an accurate south orientation for 180 degrees will normally prepare a decent 

amount of energy every year. However huge number of systems were oriented to other direction 

than the true south, with just a little diminishment in the power. Considerations with respect to 

orientation include, site conditions, site shading issues, aesthetics, board tilt and electrical rate 

schedules. Unless the arrangement to be on a Time-Of-Use (TOU) rate schedule, at that point a 

westerly confronting system will handle the greater part of energy around the “Peak”, the place 

you accumulate energy credits in the higher top rates.  

These modifiers are utilized to the central California and might be distinctive to different 

regions of the country or distinctive climatic condition.  

Number one standard rule is should never plan or mount sun based electric system that 

countenances any parcel of the 180 degree circular segment of the compass that countenances 

north. Unnecessary to say, mounting Photovoltaics in the shade of a tree or building will also no 

chance to get power. The execution and subsequently the return on investment (ROI) with a solar 

energy system could be extremely influenced from shading–especially shading that happens 

consistently because of an object that casts a shadow consistently as the sun passes through those 

sky.  

However, a new engineered PV utilizing sun oriented ‘micro inverters’, permit PV work 

freely from claiming one another. With the goal if one module dependent upon in the shade, the 
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others only continue buzzing, bringing about substantially higher normal system accessibility. 

That’s particularly great news to business solar arrays for conflicting shading profiles. 

 

Inverters[13] 

 Inverters also called the “brains” of the solar electric system. The inverter changes DC 

power to the AC power that home utilize. Those inverter screens the utility grid and controls 

solar energy systems production, and additionally closing the system down throughout a utility 

black-out.  

The majority cutting edge Utility-Tied (also grid-tied) inverters don't use batteries, 

furthermore it’s more effective and efficient over battery systems that were intended for off-grid 

homes.  

Every grid-tied inverters are UL recorded for grid association (UL1741). Without the 

posting distinct inverters are not capable to associate with house’s electrical system, and don't 

qualify for any rebates.  

Another option with large, central inverters are Emphases micro inverters. Each little 

micro inverter is connected to every single solar panel. These micro inverters permit every panel 

to work independently, prompting upgrades in energy production, Also adaptability of array 

design, particularly the point when shading may be an issue. 

 

How Net Metering meets expectations of business organizations[13] 

Permits private clients to get PG&E credits for additional power processed by 

photovoltaics toward top retail costs throughout the day and draw from the grid throughout those 

night, at lower off peak rates. Throughout the day, the electric meter spins backward as it 

encourages abundance power once more under the utility grid. At night, or off peak, the electric 
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meter spins ahead returns power from the grid under the customer’s home or benefits of the 

business.  

PG&E’s standard net energy metering project offers clients the chance to get credits for 

the power they generated alongside abundance of the measure that they utilized during the 

month. The credit shows up on the customer’s month to month utility statement, and is 

connected with the electricity-related charges inside every 12-month compromise period. 

 

Figure 2-17: Photovoltaics not connected to the grid just directly to household (Residential) 
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Figure 2-18: photovoltaics connected to the grid along with the home (Commercial) 

 

 

2.6.4. Fuel Cells 

 

How Fuel Cells Work [14] 

A fuel cell contains a central electrolyte layer, sandwiched the middle of two Catalyst 

layers. Different materials for these layers can be used, yet the fundamental procedure is the 

same. Once hydrogen particle contacts the negative anode layer, it divides to a proton and an 

electron. The proton passes straight through the central electrolyte layer, same time the electron 

produces power similarly as it passes through an outside circlet. It returns the electrons of the 

anode side of the electrolyte layer, the place they bond once more with the protons and join with 

oxygen molecule, making water in the certain cathode catalyst layer.  
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The fuel cell itself can make approximately associated with alternator in a wind, hydro or 

motor generator. The fuel cell itself is the instrument that really produces the power. However, 

with the end goal of a wind, water or motor generator to prepare electricity, the propeller or 

motor must transform the alternator. The goal is a fuel cell to prepare power, something must 

supply it with hydrogen and oxygen.  

Different methods are used to supply the fuel cell with the necessary hydrogen and 

oxygen. A few systems uses a "fuel reformer" to extricate hydrogen from an alternate fuel source 

for example, propane, furthermore could extricate oxygen from the surrounding air. Some 

systems are planned to attach with tanks of hydrogen and oxygen.  

The vast majority of system for getting hydrogen, starting with a renewable centrality 

standpoint, is to utilize a "electrolyzer" detach hydrogen and oxygen from hydrogen, which will 

be after that saved in tanks also nourished under whichever side of the fuel cell. The water or by 

product is water transformed at the end of the fuel cell phase is afterward nourished again back 

to the first phase of water source. A fuel cell generator set up to electrolyze and reuse water 

known as regenerative fuel cell. Any method from fuel cell can be utilized within the 

regenerative system, and the water electrolyzer can be powered with wind, solar or hydro energy, 

bringing about a sincerely clean system. 

 

Types of Fuel Cells 

1. Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells  

 

2. Alkaline fuel cells being used by NASA to deliver clean power to spacecraft. 

Using alkaline potassium chloride as electrolyte, 70% more efficient. 
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3. Phosphoric Acid fuel cells are by far the most widely used type of fuel cell today. 

Used as backup power for emergencies and hospitals, known for its long lasting 

power.  

 

4. Solid Oxide fuel cells are used in high power companies and Utility, 60% power 

operating. Using ceramic to handle the high temperate heat. 

5. Molten Carbonate fuel cells works around 1200ºF, and great power generation 

efficiency. Using coal based fuels to make it easier to combine it with the existing 

fuel source system.  

 

6. Direct Methanol fuel cells are more advanced subtype of PEM cells. These Cells 

would anticipated with working efficiencies around 40%. 

 

 

Benefits and Uses of Fuel Cells 

A fuel cell might be utilized the furthermost between two ways. People with an existing 

solar, wind or hydropower system, the fuel cell can be utilized for backup support set up in 

motor generator. Known that motor generator works pretty nearly 30% effectiveness and low 

rate as fuel cell presently offers 40% effectiveness (up on 80-90% assuming that high 

temperature or steam utilized to other reheating needs), the benefit is clear. When thinking also 

that the fuel cell will work silently, with no waste on regenerative systems and insignificant 

waste clinched alongside others, the fuel cell ended with acceptable victory.  

For people without an existing other energy system, a bigger fuel cell might contain their 

essential control system. Since a fuel cell can handle energy on demand, if hydrogen will be 

available, there is no definite reason for batteries if the fuel cell generator will be vast enough to 
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help the electrical system. A wind turbine or PV might be included to power the water 

electrolyzer or fuel reformer, and the whole energy system might be essentially independent.  

 

Figure 2-19: Normal Fuel cell connected with DC power and pressurized electrolyzer to provide compressed hydrogen preventing 
the compressor 
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Figure 2-20: Normal Fuel cell connected with DC power using the compressor 

 

 
 

Figure 2-21: Compressed Electrolyzer 

 
 

Figure 2-22: Typical fuel cell 
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2.6.5. Algae Panels or Tubes 

 

How Algae Panels work 

It is an affordable alternative energy technology for residential properties and other 

individual buildings, a direct solution for today's environmentally-conscious property owner. It is 

configurable with versatile solar collectors and tubular bioreactors. A typical system is capable 

of producing up to 12,500 kWh/year from 2,000 square feet of bioreactors. 

Light absorbed by solar collectors on the top or side of a structure. The collectors, unlike 

photovoltaics, simply capture natural sunlight and transfer it via fiber optic cables to the 

bioreactor volume 

Next, algae is grown within the bioreactor volume. The bioreactors are a controlled 

growth environment, and light is evenly distributed to the algal culture to optimize 

photosynthetic efficiency. 

As algae grows and becomes dense, it exits the bioreactor volume and enters a 

combustion chamber. The biomass is converted into electricity for use and carbon dioxide to be 

recycled in the growth process. 

 

Compare to Solar 

While photovoltaic systems are the industry standard in alternative energy, the 

technology is actually very polluting to manufacture and extremely expensive to purchase. With 

Algae Panel, you can power your entire home or office, without harming the environment.  
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Where does it Work? 

Algae Panels literally runs on plant life, therefore areas with ideal growing climates and 

sunlight are preferred areas for operation. Fortunately, with the exception of very northern or 

southern regions, the majority of the Earth receives adequate sunlight to maintain a high 

performance margin. And are you worried about cold climates? Don't be: it generates heat 

energy as it creates electricity, which can be recycled into the bioreactors to maintain an 

optimum growth environment. 

 

Environmental Benefits 

This technology is a pioneer in what is called "environmentally-beneficial" electricity. 

While most alternative energy sources can guarantee carbon-neutrality in their process, products 

like solar panels and wind turbines are still manufactured in a polluting way. Algae Panel is 

unique in that it is produced and operates in an environmentally-beneficial way: the bioreactors 

are produced using materials such as bio plastic, and the energy. 

Combustion Power Generation 

Once algae has been grown in panels, it is transferred into the conversion chamber within 

the system's generator unit. Inside, the algae is separated from its liquid suspension, and treated 

with a new set of nutrients preparing it for the next step combustion process. 

While the separated liquid and remaining nutrients are recycled back into the nutrient 

pump, the dried and treated algae is channeled into the generator unit. Through a series of 

controlled ignition processes, the algae is burned inside the combustion chamber and electric 

energy is produced. 
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The combustion process yields a considerable amount of electricity which is channeled 

through a transformer into a building's internal power network (and potentially the external 

power grid). 

Once power generation is complete, the system is left with carbon dioxide and other 

byproducts of the combustion activity, all of which are recycled back into the panels for the next 

growth cycle. In this way, excluding the initial atmospheric intake of carbon dioxide. 

 

IS ALGAE A PLANT? 

1) Seaweed (Algae) is not a plant. 

2) Algae is unicellular, colonial or multi cellular. 

3) Plants only unicellular 

4) Plants got roots, stem, etc., but algae each cell obtain its own nutrients no help 

from roots. 

5) Plants cannot move, both are photosynthetic 

6) Algae what are they? Members of the kingdom Protista. 

 

 
Figure 2-23: Residential home with an Algae panel on the 

roof 

 
Figure 2-24: How the power is distributed inside the building 
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5 Steps to Generate Energy by Algae 

1) Concentration: Centrifuge to separate the Algae from the water. (1% Algae to 30% 

Algae) 

2) Drying: Drying the Algae to remove almost all the water 

3) Extraction: Separating the fats or lipids from the Starches and proteins by adding a 

solvent Lipid extracted algae is a byproduct 

4) Reaction: Transesterification which is the process of converting Algal oils into biodiesel 

fuel, using Catalyst 

5) Combustion: Burning the biodiesel to generate energy 

 

 

Figure 2-25: Diagram showing how the flow works for the Algae 
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2.7. Water Integrated Systems 
Three diagrams to demonstrate the water integration systems, the purpose of this section 

is to save space or area and getting the double energy performance. 

 

2.7.1. PV “photovoltaic” with solar collector (PVT) 

It is known as hybrid PV/T systems or PVT, systems that convert solar radiation into 

thermal and electrical energy. Combines a photovoltaic cell, which converts electromagnetic 

radiation (photons) into electricity, with a solar thermal collector, which captures the remaining 

energy and removes waste heat from the PV module. Allow these devices to have higher energy 

and thus be more energy efficient than PV or solar thermal alone.  

 

Figure 2-26: PVT 
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2.7.2. PV “photovoltaic” with fuel cell 

It demonstrates that hydrogen generated by the electrolysis of water, in a process 

powered by solar photovoltaic panels, can be fed to fuel cells to create electricity. As a result, the 

creation of hydrogen fuel is powered by renewable solar energy, and the only byproduct is water. 

 

 

Figure 2-27: Fuel cell that is powered by PV or PVT 

 

 

2.7.3. Algae Panels or Tubes with PVT and Chiller 

Algae need certain temperature range to live 60˚F - 80˚F, otherwise bleaching will occur. 

PVT used in the winter to warm the water for the algae, they grow faster in warm water, if it is 
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not provide crystals will form. Chiller used in the summer to cool down the water for the algae, 

because excessive heat will cause bleaching. 

 

 

Figure 2-28: EIB (Engineering innovative building) demonstrating how algae is connected with the chiller and PVT 
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3. Application to EIB (Engineering Innovative Building) 
 

3.1. Causes and Solutions of algal bleaching or dying? 
 

1) Self-Shading: To avoid Self Shading of Algae the depth of the cylinder or panel ranges 

between 20cm and 30cm (12in) 

2) Water or Culture media Velocity: Reynolds number is the key; with certain velocity 

turbulence occurs. 

3) Excessive UV: Too much Ultra violet bleaches the algae. Using UV protective film or 

tube just to let the right amount of UV in. 

4) Temperature: Hot water kills Algae and Cold water crystallize Algae or freeze. Using 

PVT and Chiller to solve this problem. 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Showing Design model for Algae cylinder 
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3.2. Reasons behind horizontal cylinders and not vertical 
 

1) Energy Efficient by using gravity. 

2) Less power needed to pump the water or culture media to the top. 

3) Less pipes 1:20 

4) Shading the building preventing sun from entering the windows, beside that the 

building is self-shaded. 

5) The horizontal cylinders are so much heavier than vertical cylinders, needed 

supports to be hang on the façade of the building 

 

 

Figure 3-2: showing an example of cylinders connected together for my design 
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3.3. Using Reynolds number to calculate the needed velocity 
 

 

 
Figure 3-3: turbulent flow 

 
Figure 3-4: Laminar Flow 

 

The purpose behind Reynolds number is that the Water or Culture Media need to flow in 

turbulent motion to mix the algae in the tube and prevent bleaching, so after some calculation. 

The water or culture media will be pumped at speed range of 0.006 m/s or more based on the 

diameter, the viscosity of the fluid. 

Pipe flow is transitioning to turbulent in a pipe of 30 cm with 0.006 m/s, using this 

velocity Reynolds number will be 2100<Re<4000, in that range. However, Pipe flow is fully 

turbulent in a pipe of 30 cm starting at 0.012 m/s, which means Re is greater than 4000. 

Energy efficient pump can be powered by the PV, using ≤ 300 Joules, 0.30 KW, 0.402 

HP equivalent to PC or blender, also based on the table below 58 L/min of water. 

Table 3-1: Reynolds Number for one liter of water at ≈20˚C (68˚F) flowing through pipes of different dimensions 
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3.4. 3D images showing how Algae cylinders will act as a façade of a building  
 

 

 

Figure 3-5: South Perspective of EIB, showing the green algae façade 

 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Top Perspective showing the Facade with the educational corner that have the combustion reactor 
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Figure 3-7: Close perspective showing how inside of the building is shaded 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-8: Ground view perspective 
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4. Environmental Benefits and Saving 

 

 

By applying these kind of strategies and generating energy from water flow or by using 

algae that can save several of things for the building. The main four things that will be reduced 

due to the environmental strategies are Energy (KWH), Water, CO2 Reduction and cost.  

Water Reduction and integrating some environmental strategies to the building will save 

a lot from the water facilities to the buildings. 

 

  

Kwh 
(energy)

Water

CO2 
Reduction

$
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5. Conclusion 
 

In Conclusion, after studying the Arizona water and doing a research based on Arizona, 

with several water sustainable strategies that can be integrated with in the building. It showed 

that Arizona is running low of groundwater, dry rivers and need of energy. So, it is in need to 

provide several energy saving strategies to help the individuals or commercials to conserve water 

and use less energy. 

However, in this thesis paper, there are all the water efficiency methods that can be used 

for a building either residential or commercial. For example, water harvesting system, grey water 

system and reuse, water use reduction, water condensate and evaporative cooling. 

Additionally, the main aspect of this thesis is to provide the most suitable strategies used 

to generate energy, like started with general application with algae ponds and micro turbines 

inside the water pipes. Also, included solar collectors, photovoltaics, fuel cells and finally the 

main point algae panels or tubes. 

All in all, to save space and area for these strategies, they are integrated together two or 

more technology, also included my design EIB with algae cylinders on the façade as an 

application. This paper can be used as a design guideline and for educational purposes as well. 
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determine the overall effectiveness of cooling systems, both water and energy need to be 

considered; however data are needed to compare the amount of energy used at the site to the 

amount of water used at the power plant. A study of power plants and their water 

consumption was completed to effectively analyze evaporative cooling systems. In 

thermoelectric plants, 0.47 gallons (1.8 L) of fresh water is evaporated per kilowatt-hour 

(kWh) of electricity consumed at the point of end-use. Hydroelectric plants evaporate an 

average of 18 gallons (68 L) of fresh water per kWh used by the consumer The national 

weighted average is 2.0 gallons (7.6 L) of evaporated water per kWh of electricity consumed 

at the end-use. From this information, different types of building cooling systems can be 

compared for relative water consumption. [ABSTRACT FROM AUTHOR] 
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